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Abstract. In a previous work, we proved that an important part of the Calculus of Inductive Con-
structions (CIC), the basis of the Coq proof assistant, can be seen as a Calculus of Algebraic Con-
structions (CAC), an extension of the Calculus of Constructions with functions and predicates de-
fined by higher-order rewrite rules. In this paper, we prove that almost all CIC can be seen as a
CAC, and that it can be further extended with non-strictly positive types and inductive-recursive
types together with non-free constructors and pattern-matching on defined symbols.
1. Introduction
There has been different proposals for defining inductive types1 and functions in typed systems. In
Girard’s polymorphicλ-calculus or in the Calculus of Constructions (CC) [10], data types and functions
can be formalized by using impredicative encodings, difficult to use in practice, and computations are
done byβ-reduction only. In Martin-Löf’s type theory or in the Calcuus of Inductive Constructions
(CIC) [11], inductive types and their induction principlesare first-class objects, functions can be defined
by induction and computations are done byι-reduction, the rules for cut-elimination in inductive proofs.
For instance, for the typenat of natural numbers, the recursor2 rec : (P : nat ⇒ ⋆)(u : P0)(v : (n :
nat) Pn ⇒ P (sn))(n : nat)Pn is defined by the followingι-rules:
rec P u v 0 →ι u
rec P u v (s n) →ι v n (rec P u v n)
Finally, in the algebraic setting [12], functions are defined by using rewrite rules and computations
are done by applying these rules. Since bothβ-reduction andι-reduction are particular cases of higher-
order rewriting [18], proposals soon appeared for integrating all these approaches. Starting with [16, 2],
1All over the paper, by “inductive types”, we also mean inductively defined predicates or families of types.
2(x : T )P is a usual type-theoretic notation for the dependent product or universal quantification “for allx of typeT , P ”.
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this objective culminated with [4, 5, 6] in which an importanpart of CIC (described in [5]) can be seen as
a Calculus of Algebraic Constructions (CAC), an extension of CC with functions and predicates defined
by higher-order rewrite rules. In this paper, we go one step further in this direction, capture almost all
CIC and extend it with non-strictly positive inductive types and inductive recursive types [13].
Let us see two examples of recursors that are allowed in CIC but not in CAC [26]. The first example
is a third-order definition of finite sets of natural numbers (represented as predicates overnat):
fin : (nat ⇒ ⋆) ⇒ ⋆
empty : fin([y : nat]⊥)
add : (x : nat)(p : nat ⇒ ⋆)fin p ⇒ fin([y : nat]y = x ∨ (p y))
rec : (Q : (nat ⇒ ⋆) ⇒ ⋆)Q([y : nat]⊥)
⇒ ((x : nat)(p : nat ⇒ ⋆)fin p ⇒ Qp ⇒ Q([y : nat]y = x ∨ (p y)))
⇒ (p : nat ⇒ ⋆)fin p ⇒ Qp
where⊥ is the false proposition and theweakrecursorrec, i.e. the recursor for defining objects, is
defined by the rules:
rec Q u v p′ empty → u
rec Q u v p′ (add x p h) → v x p h (rec Q u v p h)
The problem comes from the fact that, in the output type ofadd , fin([y : nat]y = x ∨ (p y)), the
predicatep is not parameter offin. This is why the correspondingstrong recursor,i.e. the recursor
for defining types or predicates, is not allowed in CIC (p could be “bigger” thanfin) [9]. This can be
generalized to any big/impredicative dependent type, thatis, to any type having a constructor with a
predicate argument which is not a parameter. Formally, thiscondition, called(I6) in [6], safenessin [29]
and⋆-dependency for constructorsin [31], can be stated as follows:
Definition 1.1. (I6)
If C : (~z : ~V )⋆ is a type andc : (~x : ~T )C~v is a constructor ofC then, for all predicate variablex
occurring in someTj , there is some argumentvιx = x.
The second example is John Major’s equality which is intended to equal terms of different types [20]:
JMeq : (A : ⋆)A ⇒ (B : ⋆)B ⇒ ⋆
refl : (C : ⋆)(x : C)(JMeq C x C x)
rec : (A : ⋆)(x : A)(P : (B : ⋆)B ⇒ ⋆)(P A x)
⇒ (B : ⋆)(y : B)(JMeq A x B y) ⇒ (P B y)
whererec is defined by the rule:
rec C x P h C x (refl C x) → h
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Here, the problem comes from the fact that, in the output typeof r fl , the argument forB is equal to the
argument forA. This can be generalized to any polymorphic type having a constructor with two equal
type parameters. From a rewriting point of view, this is likehaving pattern-matching or non-linearities on
predicate arguments, which is known to create inconsistencies in some cases [15]. A similar restriction
called⋆-dependency for function symbolsal o appears in [31].
Definition 1.2. (Safeness)
A rule f~l → r with f : (~x : ~T )U is safeif:
– for all predicate argumentxi, li is a variable,
– if xi andxj are two distinct predicate arguments, thenli 6= lj.
An inductive type issafeif the correspondingι-rules are safe.
By using what is called in Matthes’ terminology [19] anelimination-basedinterpretation instead of
the introduction-basedinterpretation that we used in [6], we prove that weak recursors for types like
fin or JMeq can be accepted, hence that CAC subsumes CIC almost completely. Th only condition we
could not get rid of is the safeness condition for predicate-lev l rewrite rules. So, we do not accept strong
elimination onJMeq (strong elimination forfin is allowed neither in CIC nor in CAC [9]). On the other
hand, we prove that CAC and CIC can be easily extended to non-strictly positive types (Section 8) and
to inductive-recursive types (Section 9) [13].
2. The Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC)
We assume the reader familiar with typedλ-calculi [3]. In this section, we present CIC as defined in [32].
In order to type the strong elimination schema in a polymorphic way, which is not possible in CC, Werner
uses a slightly more general Pure Type System (PTS) [3]. CC isthe PTS with the sortsS = {⋆,2}, the
axiomsA = {(⋆,2)} and the rulesB = {(s1, s2, s3) ∈ S3 | s2 = s3}. Werner extends it by adding the
sort△, the axiom(2,△) and the rules(⋆,△,△) and(2,△,△). In fact, he denotes⋆ by Set, 2 by Type
and△ by Extern. The sort⋆ denotes the universe of types and propositions, and the sort2 denotes the
universe of predicate types (also calledkinds). For instance, the typenat of natural numbers is of type
⋆, ⋆ itself is of type2 andnat ⇒ ⋆, the type of predicates overnat, is of type2. Then, Werner adds
terms for representing inductive types, their constructors and the definitions by recursion on these types:
• Inductive types. An inductive type is denoted byI = Ind(X : A){~C} where ~C is an ordered se-
quence of terms for the types of the constructors ofI. For instance,Nat = Ind(X : ⋆){X,X ⇒ X}
represents the type of natural numbers (in fact, any type isomorphic to the type of natural numbers).
The termA must be of the form(~x : ~A)⋆ and theCi’s of the form(~z : ~B)X ~m with no X in ~m. Fur-
thermore, the inductive types must be strictly positive. InC C, this means that, ifCi = (~z : ~B)X ~m
then, for allj, eitherX does not occur inBj , or Bj is of the form(~y : ~D)X~q andX occurs neither in
~D nor in~q.
• Constructors. The i-th constructor of an inductive typeI is denoted byConstr(i, I). For instance,
Constr(1, Nat) represents zero andConstr(2, Nat) represents the successor function.
• Definitions by recursion. A definition by recursion on an inductive typeI is denoted byElim(I,Q,~a,
c) whereQ is the type of the result,~a the arguments ofI andc a term of typeI~a. The strong elimina-
tion (i.e. whenQ is a predicate type) is restricted tosmall inductive types, that is, to the types whose
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constructors have no other predicate arguments than the ones that their type have. Formally, an induc-
tive typeI = Ind(X : A){~C} is small if all the types of its constructors are small, and a constructo
typeC = (~z : ~B)X ~m is small if ~z are object variables (this means that the predicate arguments must
be part of the environment in which they are typed; they cannot be part of~C).
For defining the reduction relation associated withElim, called ι-reductionand denoted by→ι,
and the typing rules of these inductive constructions (see Figure 1), it is necessary to introduce a few
definitions. LetC be a constructor type. We define∆{I,X,C,Q, c} as follows:
– ∆{I,X,X ~m,Q, c} = Q~mc
– ∆{I,X, (z : B)D,Q, c} = (z : B)∆{I,X,D,Q, cz} if X does not occur inB
– ∆{I,X, (z : B)D,Q, c} = (z : B{X 7→I})((~y : ~D)Q~q (z~y)) ⇒ ∆{I,X,D,Q, cz}
if B = (~y : ~D)X~q
Then, theι-reductionis defined by the rule:
Elim(I,Q, ~x,Constr(i, I ′)~z){~f} →ι ∆[I,X,Ci, fi, FunElim(I,Q, ~f )]~z
whereI = Ind(X : A){~C}, FunElim(I,Q, ~f) = [~x : ~A][y : I~x]Elim(I,Q, ~x, y){~f} and∆[I,X,C,
f, F ] is defined as follows:
– ∆[I,X,X ~m, f, F ] = f
– ∆[I,X, (z : B)D, f, F ] = [z : B]∆[I,X,D, fz, F ] if X does not occur inB
– ∆[I,X, (z : B)D, f, F ] = [z : B{X 7→I}]∆[I,X,D, fz[~y : ~D](F~q (z~y)), F ] if B = (~y : ~D)X~q
Finally, in the type conversion rule (Conv), in addition toβ-reduction andι-reduction, Werner con-
sidersη-reduction: [x : T ]ux →η u if x does not occur inu. The relation↔∗βηι is the reflexive,
symmetric and transitive closure of→βηι. Note that, since→βη is not confluent on badly typed terms
[23], consideringη-reduction creates important difficulties.
3. The Calculus of Algebraic Constructions (CAC)
We assume the reader familiar with rewriting [12]. The Calculus of Algebraic Constructions (CAC) [6]
simply extends CC with a setF of symbolsand a setR of rewrite rules(see Definition 3.3).
Definition 3.1. (Terms)
The setT of CAC terms is inductively defined as follows:
t, u ∈ T ::= s | x | f | [x : t]u | tu | (x : t)u
wheres ∈ S = {⋆,2} is asort, x ∈ X is avariable, f ∈ F is asymbol, [x : t]u is anabstraction, tu
is anapplication, and(x : t)u is adependent product, written t ⇒ u if x does not freely occur inu. As
usual, terms are considered up toα-conversion,i.e. up to sort-preserving renaming of bound variables.
A term t is of the forma termu if t is α-convertible touσ for some substitutionσ.
We denote byFV(t) the set of variables that freely occur int, by Pos(t) the set of Dewey’s positions
in t (words on strictly positive integers), byt|p the subterm oft at positionp, by Pos(x, t) the set of
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Figure 1. Typing rules for inductive constructions in CIC
(Ind)
A = (~x : ~A) ⋆ Γ ⊢ A : 2 ∀i, Γ,X : A ⊢ Ci : ⋆
I = Ind(X : A){~C} is strictly positive
Γ ⊢ I : A
(Constr)
I = Ind(X : A){~C} Γ ⊢ I : T
Γ ⊢ Constr(i, I) : Ci{X 7→I}
(⋆-Elim)
A = (~x : ~A) ⋆ I = Ind(X : A){~C} Γ ⊢ Q : (~x : ~A)I~x ⇒ ⋆
Ti = ∆{I,X,Ci, Q,Constr(i, I)}
∀j, Γ ⊢ aj : Aj{~x 7→ ~a} Γ ⊢ c : I~a ∀i, Γ ⊢ fi : Ti
Γ ⊢ Elim(I,Q,~a, c){~f} : Q~ac
(2-Elim)
A = (~x : ~A) ⋆ I = Ind(X : A){~C} is small Γ ⊢ Q : (~x : ~A)I~x ⇒ 2
Ti = ∆{I,X,Ci, Q,Constr(i, I)}
∀j, Γ ⊢ aj : Aj{~x 7→ ~a} Γ ⊢ c : I~a ∀i, Γ ⊢ fi : Ti
Γ ⊢ Elim(I,Q,~a, c){~f} : Q~ac
(Conv)
Γ ⊢ t : T T ↔∗βηι T
′ Γ ⊢ T ′ : s
Γ ⊢ t : T ′
positionsp ∈ Pos(t) such that |p is a free occurrence ofx in t, and bydom(θ) = {x ∈ X | xθ 6= x} the
domainof a substitutionθ. Let~t denote a sequence of termst1 . . . tn of length|~t| = n ≥ 0.
Everyx ∈ X ∪ F is equipped with a sortsx. We denote byX s (resp.Fs) the set of variables (resp.
symbols) of sorts. Let FVs(t) = FV(t) ∩X s anddoms(θ) = dom(θ)∩X s. A variable or a symbol of
sort⋆ (resp.2) is anobject(resp. apredicate).
Although terms and types are mixed in Definition 3.1, we can distinguish the following three disjoint
sub-classes wheret ∈ T denotes any term:
– objects:o ∈ O ::= x ∈ X ⋆ | f ∈ F⋆ | [x : t]o | ot
– predicates:P ∈ P ::= x ∈ X2 | f ∈ F2 | [x : t]P | Pt | (x : t)P
– predicate types or kinds:K ∈ K ::= ⋆ | (x : t)K
Definition 3.2. (Precedence)
We assume given a total quasi-ordering≥ on symbols whose strict part>=≥ \ ≤ is well-founded, and
let≃ = ≥ ∩ ≤ be its associated equivalence relation. A symbolf is smaller(resp.strictly smaller) than
a symbolg iff f ≤ g (resp.f < g). A symbolf is equivalentto a symbolg iff f ≃ g.
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Figure 2. Typing rules of CAC
(ax) ⊢ ⋆ : 2
(symb)
⊢ τf : sf
⊢ f : τf
(var)
Γ ⊢ T : sx
Γ, x : T ⊢ x : T
(x /∈ dom(Γ))
(weak)
Γ ⊢ t : T Γ ⊢ U : sx
Γ, x : U ⊢ t : T
(x /∈ dom(Γ))
(prod)
Γ ⊢ U : s Γ, x : U ⊢ V : s′
Γ ⊢ (x : U)V : s′
(abs)
Γ, x : U ⊢ v : V Γ ⊢ (x : U)V : s
Γ ⊢ [x : U ]v : (x : U)V
(app)
Γ ⊢ t : (x : U)V Γ ⊢ u : U
Γ ⊢ tu : V {x 7→ u}
(conv)
Γ ⊢ t : T Γ ⊢ T ′ : s
Γ ⊢ t : T ′
(T ↓βR T ′)
Definition 3.3. (Rewrite rule)
The terms only built from variables and applications of the form f~t are calledalgebraic. A rewrite rule
is a pairl → r such that:
– l is algebraic,
– l is not a variable,
– FV(r) ⊆ FV(l),
– every symbol occurring inr is smaller thanf .
The rewrite relation→R induced byR is the smallest relation containingR and stable by context and
substitution:t →R t′ iff there existp ∈ Pos(t), l → r ∈ R andσ such that = t[lσ]p andt′ = t[rσ]p. A
symbolf with no rulef~l → r ∈ R is constant, otherwise it is (partially)defined. Let CFs (resp.DFs)
be the set of constant (resp. defined) symbols of sorts.
Definition 3.4. (Typing)
Everyf ∈ F is equipped with atypeτf such that:
– τf is a closed term of the form(~x : ~T )U with U distinct from a product,
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– every symbol occurring inτf is strictly smaller thanf ,
– for every rulef~l → r ∈ R, we have|~l| ≤ |~x|.
A constructoris any symbolf whose type is of the form(~y : ~U)C~v with C ∈ CF2. LetCons be the set
of constructors. A typingenvironmentis a sequence of variable-type pairs. Givenf of type (~x : ~T )U ,
we denote byΓf the environment~x : ~T .
The typing relation of CAC is the relation⊢ defined in Figure 2. Let⊢g (resp. ⊢<g ) be the typing
relation defined by the rules of Figure 2 with the side condition f ≤ g (resp.f < g) in the (symb) rule.
In comparison with CC, we added the rule (symb) for typing symbols and, in the rule (conv), we
replaced↓β by ↓βR, whereu ↓βR v iff there exists a termw such thatu →∗βR w andv →
∗
βR w, →
∗
βR
being the reflexive and transitive closure of→βR=→β ∪ →R. This means that types having a common
reduct are identified and share the same proofs: any term of typeT is also of typeT ′ if T andT ′ have a
common reduct. For instance, a proof ofP (2 + 2) is also a proof ofP (4) if R contains the rules:
x + 0 → x
x + (s y) → s (x + y)
This decreases the size of proofs by an important factor, andincreases the automation as well.All
over the paper, we assume that→=→βR is confluent. This is the case if, for instance,R is left-linear
and confluent [22], likeι-reduction is.
A substitutionθ preserves typing fromΓ to ∆, written θ : Γ ; ∆, if, for all x ∈ dom(Γ), ∆ ⊢
xθ : xΓθ, wherexΓ is the type associated tox in Γ. Type-preserving substitutions enjoy the following
important property: ifΓ ⊢ t : T andθ : Γ ; ∆ then∆ ⊢ tθ : Tθ (Lemma 24 in [5]).
For ensuring thesubject reductionproperty (preservation of typing under reduction, see Theorems 5
and 16 in [6]), rules must satisfy the following conditions (see Definition 3 in [6]):
Definition 3.5. (Well-typed rules)
Every rulef~l → r is assumed to be equipped with an environmentΓ and a substitutionρ such that, if
τf = (~x : ~T )U andγ = {~x 7→ ~l}, the following conditions are satisfied:
– Γ ⊢ r : Uγρ,
– ∀∆, σ, T , if ∆ ⊢ lσ : T thenσ : Γ ; ∆ andσ ↓ ρσ.
The first condition is decidable under the quite natural restriction that the typing ofr does not need
the use of ~l → r. The other conditions generally follow from the inversion of the judgment∆ ⊢ lσ : T ,
and confluence for the conditionσ ↓ ρσ. Lemma 7 in [6] gives sufficient conditions for deciding that
σ : Γ ; ∆.
The substitutionρ allows to eliminate non-linearities only due to typing. This makes rewriting more
efficient and the proof of confluence easier. For instance, the concatenation on polymorphic lists (type
list : ⋆ ⇒ ⋆ with constructorsnil : (A : ⋆)listA andcons : (A : ⋆)A ⇒ listA ⇒ listA) of type
(A : ⋆)listA ⇒ listA ⇒ listA can be defined by:
app A (nil A′) l′ → l′
app A (cons A′ x l) l′ → cons A x (app A x l l′)
app A (app A′ l l′) l′′ → app A l (app A l′ l′′)
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with Γ = A : ⋆, x : A, l : listA, l′ : listA andρ = {A′ 7→ A}. Note that the third rule has no counterpart
in CIC. Althoughapp A (nil A′) is not typable inΓ (sinceA′ /∈ dom(Γ)), it becomes typable if we apply
ρ. This does not matter since, if an instanceapp Aσ (nil A′σ) is typable then, after the typing rules,Aσ
is convertible toA′σ. See [6] for details.
We now introduce some restrictions on predicate-level rewrit rules, that generalize usual restrictions
of strong elimination. Indeed, it is well known that strong elimination on big inductive types may lead to
inconsistencies [9].
Definition 3.6. (Conditions on predicate-level rules)
– For allF ∈ F2, F~l → r ∈ R andx ∈ FV2(r), there isκx such thatlκx = x.
– Predicate-level rules have critical pairs with no rule.
The first condition means that one cannot do matching on predicate arguments, hence that predicate
variables are like parameters.
The condition on critical pairs, which is satisfied by CIC recursors, allows us to define an interpre-
tation for defined predicate symbols easily (see Definition 4.3). However, we think that this condition
could be weakened. For instance, considerF : nat ⇒ ⋆ ⇒ ⋆ ⇒ ⋆ and the rules:
F 0 A B → B
F (s n) A B → A ⇒ (F n A B)
(F n A B) is the type of functions withn arguments of typeA and output inB. So, it seems
reasonable to allow rules derived from inductive consequences of these first two rules, like for instance:
F (x + y) A B → F x A (F y A B)
We now prove a simple lemma saying that, for proving a property P for every typing judgment
Γ ⊢ t : T , one may proceed by well-founded induction on the symbol preced nce and prove thatP holds
for every typing judgmentΓ ⊢g t : T when it holds for every typing judgmentΓ ⊢f t : T such that
f < g.
Lemma 3.1. We have (1)Γ ⊢ t : T and every symbol occurring inΓ, t, T smaller (resp. strictly smaller)
thang if and only if (2)Γ ⊢g t : T (resp.Γ ⊢<g t : T ).
Proof:
(1) ⇒ (2). One can easily prove by induction onΓ ⊢ t : T that, (*) if Γ ⊢ t : T and every symbol
occurring inΓ and t is smaller thang, then there existsT ′ such thatT →∗ T ′ andΓ ⊢g t : T ′ (see
Lemma 54 in [5]). In the (symb) case, it uses the assumption that every symbol occurring inτf is strictly
smaller thanf (Definition 3.4). In the (conv) case, it uses confluence and the assumption that, for every
rule f~l → r, the symbols occurring inr are smaller thanf (Definition 3.3). So, assume thatΓ ⊢ t : T
and every symbol occurring inΓ, t, T is smaller thang. By (*), there existsT ′ such thatT →∗ T ′ and
Γ ⊢g t : T
′. By type correctness (Lemma 28 in [5]), eitherT = 2 or Γ ⊢ T : s. If T = 2 then
T ′ = T = 2 andΓ ⊢g t : T . Now, if Γ ⊢ T : s then, by (*) again,Γ ⊢g T : s. Thus, by (conv),
Γ ⊢g t : T . The same holds with⊢<g .
(2) ⇒ (1). Easy induction onΓ ⊢g t : T . ⊓⊔
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Corollary 3.1. If ⊢ g : τg then⊢<g τg : sg.
Proof:
It follows from Lemma 3.1 and the assumption that, for allf , every symbol occurring inτf is strictly
smaller thanf (see Definition 3.4). ⊓⊔
4. Strong normalization
Typedλ-calculi are generally proved strongly normalizing by using Tait and Girard’s technique ofre-
ducibility candidates[14]. The idea of Tait, later extended by Girard to the polymorphic λ-calculus, is
to strengthen the induction hypothesis. Instead of provingthat every term is strongly normalizable (set
SN ), one associates to every typeT a set[[T ]] ⊆ SN , theinterpretationof T , and proves that every term
t of typeT is computable, i.e. belongs to[[T ]]. Hereafter, we follow the proof given in [6] which greatly
simplifies the one given in [5]. All the definitions and properti s of this section are taken from [6].
Definition 4.1. (Reducibility candidates)
We assume given a setN ⊆ T of neutral termssatisfying the following property: ift ∈ N andu ∈ T
thentu is not head-reducible. We inductively define the complete lat iceRt of the interpretations for the
terms of typet, the ordering≤t onRt, and the greatest element⊤t ∈ Rt as follows.
– Rt = {∅}, ≤t=⊆ and⊤t = ∅ if t 6= 2 andt is not of the form(~x : ~T )⋆.
– Rs is the set of all subsetsR ⊆ T such that:
(R1) R ⊆ SN (strong normalization).
(R2) If t ∈ R then→(t) = {t′ ∈ T | t → t′} ⊆ R (stability by reduction).
(R3) If t ∈ N and→(t) ⊆ R thent ∈ R (neutral terms).
Furthermore,≤s=⊆ and⊤s = SN .
– R(x:U)K is the set of functionsR fromT ×RU toRK such thatR(u, S) = R(u
′, S) wheneveru → u′,
R ≤(x:U)K R
′ iff, for all (u, S) ∈ T ×RU , R(u, S) ≤K R′(u, S), and⊤(x:U)K(u, S) = ⊤K .
The exact definition ofN is not necessary at this stage. Moreover, the choice ofN may depend on
the way predicate symbols are interpreted. The set that we will choose is given in Definition 5.3.
Note thatRt = Rt′ whenevert → t′ (Lemma 34 in [6]). The proof that(Rt,≤t) is a complete
lattice is given in Lemma 35 in [6].
Definition 4.2. (Interpretation schema)
A candidate assignmentis a functionξ from X to
⋃
{Rt | t ∈ T }. An assignmentξ validatesan
environmentΓ, ξ |= Γ, if, for all x ∈ dom(Γ), xξ ∈ RxΓ. An interpretation for a symbolf is an
element ofRτf . An interpretationfor a setG of symbols is a function which, to every symbolg ∈ G,
associates an interpretation forg. The interpretationof a termt w.r.t. a candidate assignmentξ, an
interpretationI for F and a substitutionθ, is defined by induction ont as follows:
• [[t]]Iξ,θ = ⊤t if t is an object or a sort,
• [[x]]Iξ,θ = xξ,
• [[f ]]Iξ,θ = If ,
• [[(x : U)V ]]Iξ,θ = {t ∈ T | ∀u ∈ [[U ]]
I
ξ,θ,∀S ∈ RU , tu ∈ [[V ]]
I
ξSx ,θ
u
x
},
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• [[[x : U ]v]]Iξ,θ(u, S) = [[v]]
I
ξSx ,θ
u
x
,
• [[tu]]Iξ,θ = [[t]]
I
ξ,θ(uθ, [[u]]
I
ξ,θ),
whereξSx = ξ ∪ {x 7→ S} andθ
u
x = θ ∪ {x 7→ u}. A substitutionθ is I-adaptedto aΓ-assignment
ξ if dom(θ) ⊆ dom(Γ) and, for allx ∈ dom(θ), xθ ∈ [[xΓ]]Iξ,θ. A pair (ξ, θ) is (Γ, I)-valid, written
ξ, θ |=I Γ, if ξ |= Γ andθ is I-adapted toξ. A term t such thatΓ ⊢ t : T is computableif, for all
(Γ, I)-valid pair (ξ, θ), tθ ∈ [[T ]]Iξ,θ. A sub-system⊢
′⊆⊢ is computableif every term typable in it is
computable.
Thanks to the property satisfied byN , one can prove that the interpretation schema defines reducibil-
ity candidates: ifΓ ⊢ t : T and ξ |= Γ, then [[t]]Iξ,θ ∈ RT (see Lemma 38 in [6]). Note also that
[[t]]Iξ,θ = [[t]]
I′
ξ′,θ′ wheneverξ and ξ
′ agree on the predicate variables free int, θ and θ′ agree on the
variables free int, andI andI ′ agree on the symbols occurring int.
Now, the difficult point is to define an interpretationI for every predicate symbol and to prove
that every symbolf is computable,i.e. f ∈ [[τf ]]I . We defineI by induction on the precedence, and
simultaneously for the symbols that are in the same equivalence class. We first give the interpretation for
defined predicate symbols.
Definition 4.3. (Interpretation of defined predicate symbols)
If every ti has a normal formt∗i and~t
∗ = ~lσ for some ruleF~l → r ∈ R, thenIF (~t, ~S) = [[r]]Iξ,σ with
xξ = Sκx . Otherwise,IF (~t, ~S) = SN .
Sufficient conditions of well-definedness are given in [6]. Among other things, it assumes that, for
every rulef~l → r, every symbol occurring inr is smaller thanf (see Definition 3.3).
In order for the interpretation to be compatible with the conversion rule, we must make sure that
[[T ]]Iξ,θ = [[T
′]]Iξ,θ wheneverT → T
′. This property is easily verified if predicate-level rewrite rules have
critical pairs with no rule, as required in Definition 3.6 (see Lemma 65 in [6]).
Now, following previous works on inductive types [21, 32], the interpretation of a constant predicate
symbolC is defined as the least fixpoint of a monotone functionϕC on the complete latticeRτC . Fol-
lowing Matthes [19], there are essentially two possible definitions that we illustrate by the case ofnat.
The introduction-baseddefinition:
ϕnat(I) = {t ∈ SN | t →
∗ su ⇒ u ∈ I}
and theelimination-baseddefinition:
ϕnat(I) = {t ∈ T | ∀(ξ, θ) (Γ, I)-valid, rec Pθ uθ vθ t ∈ [[Pn]]Iξ,θtn}
whereΓ = P : nat ⇒ ⋆, u : P0, v : (n : nat)Pn ⇒ P (sn). In both cases, the monotony ofϕnat
is ensured by the fact thatnat occurs onlypositivelyin the types of the arguments of its constructors, a
common condition for inductive types (for simple types, we say thatX occurs positively inY ⇒ X and
negatively inX ⇒ Y ). Indeed, Mendler proved that recursors for negative typesar not normalizing
[21]. Take for instance an inductive typeC with constructorc : (C ⇒ nat) ⇒ C. Assume now that we
havep : C ⇒ (C ⇒ nat) defined by the rulep(cx) →R x. Then, by takingω = [x : C](px)x, we get
the infinite reduction sequenceω(cω) →β p(cω)(cω) →R ω(cω) →β . . . We now extend the notion of
positive positions to the terms of CC (in Section 9, we give a more general definition for dealing with
inductive-recursive types):
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Definition 4.4. (Positive/negative positions)
The sets ofpositive positionsPos+(t) andnegative positionsPos−(t) in a termt are inductively defined
as follows:
– Posδ(s) = Posδ(x) = Posδ(f) = {ε | δ = +},
– Posδ((x : U)V ) = 1.Pos−δ(U) ∪ 2.Posδ(V ),
– Posδ([x : U ]v) = 2.Posδ(v),
– Posδ(tu) = 1.Posδ(t),
whereε is the empty word, “.” the concatenation,δ ∈ {−,+}, −+ = − and−− = + (usual rules of
signs). Moreover, if≤ is an ordering, we let≤+=≤ and≤−=≥.
In [6], we used the introduction-based approach since this allowed us to have non-free constructors
and pattern-matching on defined symbols, which is forbiddenin CIC and does not seem possible with
the elimination-based approach. For instance, in CAC, it ispossible to formalize the typeint of integers
by simply taking the symbols0 : int, s : int ⇒ int andp : int ⇒ int, together with the rules:
s (p x) → x
p (s x) → x
It is also possible to have the following rule on natural numbers:
x × (y + z) → (x × y) + (x × z)
To this end, we considered as constructor not only the usual (constant) constructor symbols but any
symbolc whose output type is a constant predicate symbolC (perhaps applied to some arguments). Then,
to preserve the monotony ofϕC , matching againstc is restricted to the arguments, calledaccessible, in
the type of whichC occurs only positively. We denote byAcc(c) the set of accessible arguments ofc.
For instance,x is accessible insx sincenat occurs only positively in the type ofx. But, we also havex
andy accessible inx + y sincenat occurs only positively in the types ofx andy. So,+ can be seen as
a constructor too, whose arguments are both accessible.
With this approach, we can safely take:
ϕnat(I) = {t ∈ SN | ∀f, t →
∗ f~u ⇒ ∀j ∈ Acc(f), uj ∈ [[Uj ]]
I
ξ,θ}
wheref is any symbol of type(~y : ~U)nat andθ = {~y 7→ ~u}, whenever an appropriate assignment
ξ for the predicate variables ofUj can be defined, which seems possible only if the condition (I6) is
satisfied (see Definition 1.1). Here, sincenat has no parameter, this condition is satisfied only ifUj has
no predicate argument.
As a consequence, iff~t is computable then, for allj ∈ Acc(f), tj is computable (see Lemma 53 in
[6]). This means that, when a rule applies, the matching substit tion σ is computable. This property is
then used for proving the termination of higher-order rewrite ules by using the notion of computability
closure of a rule left hand-side (see Definition 25 in [6]). The computability closure is defined in such
a way that, ifr is in the computability closure of~l then, for all computable substitutionσ, rσ is
computable whenever the terms in~lσ are computable (see Theorem 67 in [6]).
As for first-order rewrite rules,i.e. rules with algebraic right hand-sides and variables of first-o der
data type only, it is well known since the pioneering works ofBreazu-Tannen and Gallier [7], and Okada
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[24], that their combination with non-dependent typedλ-calculi preserves strong normalization. It comes
from the fact that first-order rewriting cannot create newβ-redexes. This result can be extended to our
more general framework if the following two conditions are sati fied:
– Since we consider the combination of a set of first-order rewit rules and a set of higher-order rewrite
rules, and since strong normalization is not modular [30], we require first-order rewrite rules to be non
duplicating (no variable occurs more times in a right hand-side than in a left hand-side) [28, 17].
– For proving that first-order rewrite rules preserve not only strong normalization but also computability,
we must make sure that, for first-order data types, computability is equivalent to strong normalization.
In fact, we consider a slightly more general notion of first-order data type than usual: our first-order
data types can be dependent if the dependencies are first-order data types too (e.g.lists of natural numbers
of fixed length).
Definition 4.5. (First-order data types)
Types equivalent toC arefirst-order data types3 if, for all D ≃ C, D : (~z : ~V )⋆, {~z} ⊆ X ⋆ and, for
all d : (~x : ~T )D~v, {~x} ⊆ X ⋆, Acc(d) = {1, . . . , |~x|} and everyTj is of the formE ~w with E ≤ C a
first-order data type too.
5. Abstract recursors
From now on, we assume that the set of constant predicate symbols CF2 is divided in two disjoint sets:
the setCF2intro of predicate symbols interpreted by the introduction-based method of [6], and the set
CF2elim of predicate symbols interpreted by the elimination-basedm thod of the present paper.
We now introduce an abstract notion of recursor for dealing with the elimination-based method in a
general way.
Definition 5.1. (Pre-recursors)
A pre-recursorfor a symbolC : (~z : ~V )⋆ in CF2elim is any symbolf /∈ Cons such that:
– τf is of the form(~z : ~V )(z : C~z)W ,
– every predicate symbol occurring inW is smaller thanC,
– every rule definingf is of the formf~z(c~t)~u → r with c constant,~z ∈ X andFV(r) ∩ {~z} = ∅,
The form of a pre-recursor type may seem restrictive. However, since termination is not established
yet, we cannot consider the normal form of a type when testingif t matches some given form. Moreover,
in an environment, every two variables whose types do not depend on each other can be permuted without
modifying the set of terms typable in this environment (see Lmma 18 in [5]). So, our results also apply
on symbols whose type can be brought to this form by various applications of this lemma.
Definition 5.2. (Positivity conditions)
A pre-recursorf : (~z : ~V )(z : C~z)W is arecursorif it satisfies the followingpositivity conditions:4
– no defined predicateF ≃ C occurs inW : Pos(F,W ) = ∅,
3Calledprimitive in [6].
4In Section 9, we give weaker conditions for dealing with inductive-recursive types.
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– every constant predicateD ≃ C occurs only positively inW : Pos(D,W ) ⊆ Pos+(W ).
A recursorf of sort sf = ⋆ (resp. 2) is weak(resp. strong). We assume that every typeC ∈ CF2elim
has a non empty setRec(C) of recursors, and thatRec(C) ∩ Rec(D) = ∅ wheneverC andD are two
distinct predicate symbols ofCF2elim.
We now define a setN of neutral terms(see Definition 4.1) that is adapted to both the introduction-
based and the elimination-based approach.
Definition 5.3. (Neutral terms)
For the setN of neutral terms(see Definition 4.1), we choose the set of all terms not of the form:
– abstraction:[x : T ]u,
– partial application:f~t with f defined by some rulef~l → r with |~l| > |~t|,
– constructor:f~t with τf = (~y : ~U)C~v, |~t| = |~y|, C ∈ CF2, andf constant wheneverC ∈ CF2elim.
In comparison with Definition 31 in [6], we just added the restiction, in the constructor case, thatf
is constant ifC ∈ CF2elim. This therefore changes nothing ifC ∈ CF
2
intro.
We now define the interpretation of the equivalence class of asymbolC ∈ CF2elim. Since we proceed
by induction on the precedence for defining the interpretation of predicate symbols, we can assume that
an interpretation for the symbols strictly smaller thanC is already defined. The set of interpretations for
constant predicate symbols equivalent toC, ordered point-wise, is a complete lattice. We now define
the monotone functionϕ on this lattice whose fixpoint will be the interpretation forconstant predicate
symbols equivalent toC.
Definition 5.4. (Interpretation of constant predicate symbols from CF2elim)
If every ti has a normal formt∗i thenϕ
I
C(~t,
~S) is the set of termst such that, for allf ∈ Rec(C) of
type (~z : ~V )(z : C~z)(~y : ~U)V with V not a product, and for all~yξ and~yθ, if ξ ~S~z , θ
~t
~z
t
z |=I ~y : ~U then
f~t∗t~yθ ∈ [[V ]]I
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
. Otherwise,ϕIC(~t, ~S) = SN .
This interpretation is well defined since, by Definition 5.1,every predicate symbol occurring in
(~y : ~U)V is smaller thanC. Furthermore, one can easily check thatϕIC is stable by reduction: if~t → ~t
′
thenϕIC(~t, ~S) = ϕ
I
C(~t
′, ~S). We now prove thatϕIC(~t, ~S) is a reducibility candidate.
Lemma 5.1. R = ϕIC(~t, ~S) is a reducibility candidate.
Proof:
(R1) Lett ∈ R. We must prove thatt ∈ SN . SinceRec(C) 6= ∅, there is at least one recursorf . Take
yiθ = yi andyiξ = ⊤Ui . We clearly haveξ
~S
~z , θ
~t
~z
t
z |=I ~y : ~U . Therefore,f~t
∗t~y ∈ S = [[V ]]I
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
.
Now, sinceS satisfies (R1),f~t∗t~y ∈ SN andt ∈ SN .
(R2) Let t ∈ R andt′ ∈→(t). We must prove thatt′ ∈ R, hence thatf~t∗t′~yθ ∈ S = [[V ]]I
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
. This
follows from the fact thatf~t∗t~yθ ∈ S (sincet ∈ R) andS satisfies (R2).
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(R3) Lett be a neutral term such that→(t) ⊆ R. We must prove thatt ∈ R, hence thatu = f~t∗t~yθ ∈
S = [[V ]]I
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
. Sinceu is neutral andS satisfies (R3), it suffices to prove that→(u) ⊆ S. Since
~yθ ∈ SN by (R1), we proceed by induction on~yθ with → as well-founded ordering. The only
difficult case could be whenu is head-reducible, but this is not possible sincet is neutral.
⊓⊔
The fact thatϕ is monotone, hence has a least fixpoint, follows from the positivity conditions.
Lemma 5.2. Let I ≤f I ′ iff If ≤ I ′f and, for allg 6= f , Ig = I
′
g. If I ≤f I
′, Pos(f, t) ⊆ Posδ(t),
Γ ⊢ t : T andξ |= Γ then[[t]]Iξ,θ ≤
δ [[t]]I
′
ξ,θ.
Proof:
By induction ont.
– [[s]]Iξ,θ = ⊤s = [[s]]
I′
ξ,θ.
– [[x]]Iξ,θ = xξ = [[x]]
I′
ξ,θ.
– Let R = [[g~t]]Iξ,θ andR
′ = [[g~t]]I
′
ξ,θ. R = Ig(~tθ,
~S) with ~S = [[~t]]Iξ,θ. R
′ = I ′g(~tθ,
~S′) with ~S′ = [[~t]]I
′
ξ,θ.
SincePos(f,~t) = ∅, ~S = ~S′. Now, if f = g thenR ≤ R′ andδ = + necessarily. Otherwise,R = R′.
– Let R = [[(x : U)V ]]Iξ,θ andR
′ = [[(x : U)V ]]I
′
ξ,θ. R = {t ∈ T | ∀u ∈ [[U ]]
I
ξ,θ,∀S ∈ RU , tu ∈
[[V ]]I
ξSx ,θ
u
x
}. R′ = {t ∈ T | ∀u ∈ [[U ]]I
′
ξ,θ,∀S ∈ RU , tu ∈ [[V ]]
I
ξ′Sx ,θ
u
x
}. SincePosδ((x : U)V ) =
1.Pos−δ(U) ∪ 2.Posδ(V ), Pos(f, U) ⊆ Pos−δ(U) andPos(f, V ) ⊆ Posδ(V ). Therefore, by induc-
tion hypothesis,[[U ]]Iξ,θ ≤
−δ [[U ]]I
′
ξ,θ and [[V ]]
I
ξSx ,θ
u
x
≤δ [[V ]]I
ξ′Sx ,θ
u
x
. So,R ≤δ R′. Indeed, ifδ = +,
t ∈ R andu ∈ [[U ]]I
′
ξ,θ ⊆ [[U ]]
I
ξ,θ thentu ∈ [[V ]]
I
ξSx ,θ
u
x
⊆ [[V ]]I
ξ′Sx ,θ
u
x
andt ∈ R′. If δ = −, t ∈ R′ and
u ∈ [[U ]]Iξ,θ ⊆ [[U ]]
I′
ξ,θ thentu ∈ [[V ]]
I
ξ′Sx ,θ
u
x
⊆ [[V ]]I
ξSx ,θ
u
x
andt ∈ R.
– LetR = [[[x : U ]v]]Iξ,θ andR
′ = [[[x : U ]v]]I
′
ξ,θ. R andR
′ have the same domainT ×RU and the same
codomainRV . R(u, S) = [[v]]IξSx ,θux
andR′(u, S) = [[v]]I
ξ′Sx ,θ
u
x
. SincePosδ([x : U ]v) = 2.Posδ(v),
Pos(f, v) ⊆ Posδ(v). Therefore, by induction hypothesis,R(u, S) ≤δ R′(u, S) andR ≤δ R′.
– Let R = [[tu]]Iξ,θ andR
′ = [[tu]]I
′
ξ,θ. R = [[t]]
I
ξ,θ(uθ, S) with S = [[u]]
I
ξ,θ. R
′ = [[t]]I
′
ξ,θ(uθ, S
′) with
S′ = [[u]]I
′
ξ,θ. SincePos
δ(tu) = 1.Posδ(t), Pos(f, t) ⊆ Posδ(t) and Pos(f, u) = ∅. Therefore,
S = S′ and, by induction hypothesis,[[t]]Iξ,θ ≤
δ [[t]]I
′
ξ,θ. So,R ≤
δ R′.
⊓⊔
Lemma 5.3. ϕ is monotone.
Proof:
Let I ≤ J . We must prove that, for allC, ~t, ~S, ϕIC(~t, ~S) ⊆ ϕ
J
C(~t,
~S). If someti has no normal form
thenϕIC(~t, ~S) = ϕ
J
C(~t,
~S) = SN . Assume now that everyti has a normal formt∗i . Let t ∈ ϕ
I
C(~t,
~S),
f ∈ Rec(C) with τf = (~z : ~V )(z : C~z)(~y : ~U)V , ~yξ and~yθ such thatξ
~S
~z , θ
~t
~z
t
z |=J ~y : ~U . We must
prove thatf~t∗t~yθ ∈ [[V ]]J
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
. ξ ~S~z , θ
~t
~z
t
z |=J ~y : ~U means that~yθ ∈ [[~U ]]
J
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
.
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Let W = (~y : ~U)V . By assumption, for everyD ≃ C, Pos(D,W ) ⊆ Pos+(W ). Thus,
Pos(D, ~U ) ⊆ Pos−(~U) andPos(D,V ) ⊆ Pos+(V ). Hence, by Lemma 5.2,ξ ~S~z , θ
~t
~z
t
z |=I ~y : ~U and
[[V ]]I
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
⊆ [[V ]]J
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
. Thus,f~t∗t~yθ ∈ [[V ]]J
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
. ⊓⊔
6. Admissible recursors
Now, for getting termination ofβ∪R, we need to prove that every symbolf is computable,i.e. f ∈ [[τf ]].
To this end, we give general conditions on recursors. We focus n what is new and refer the reader to
[6] for the other cases. After Lemma 3.1, we know that we can proceed by induction on the precedence
for proving the computability of well-typed terms. So, whendefining conditions on a symbolf , we
can always assume w.l.o.g. that⊢<f is computable,i.e. terms with symbols strictly smaller thanf are
computable (see Definition 4.2). In particular, every subterm of τf is computable (see Corollary 3.1).
Definition 6.1. (Admissible recursors)
Let C : (~z : ~V )⋆ be a constant predicate symbol such thatRec(C) 6= ∅. We assume that every symbol
c : (~x : ~T )C~v is equipped with a setAcc(c) ⊆ {1, . . . , |~x|} of accessible arguments. A constructorof
C is any constant symbolc : (~x : ~T )C~v.
The setRec(C) is complete w.r.t. accessibilityif, for all constructorc : (~x : ~T )C~v, j ∈ Acc(c), ~xη
and~xσ, if η |= Γc, ~vσ ∈ SN andc~xσ ∈ [[C~v]]η,σ thenxjσ ∈ [[Tj ]]η,σ.
A recursorf : (~z : ~V )(z : C~z)(~y : ~U)V is head-computable w.r.t.a constructorc : (~x : ~T )C~v if,
whenever⊢<f is computable, for all~xη, ~xσ, ~yξ, ~yθ,
~S = [[~v]]η,σ such thatη, σ |= Γc andξ
~S
~z , θ
~vσ
~z
c~xσ
z |=
~y : ~U , every head-reduct off~vσ(c~xσ)~yθ belongs to[[V ]]
ξ
~S
~z
,θ~vσ
~z
c~xσ
z
. A recursor ishead-computableif it
is head-computable w.r.t. every constructor ofC. Rec(C) is head-computableif all its recursors are
head-computable.
Rec(C) is admissibleif it is head-computable and complete w.r.t. accessibility.
Completeness w.r.t. accessibility exactly insures that, if c~t s computable then, for allj ∈ Acc(c),
tj is computable (Lemma 53 in [6]), hence that non-recursor higher-order symbols are computable (see
Lemma 68 in [6]). We now prove that the elimination-based interpretation of first-order data types is
SN , hence that first-order symbols are computable (see Lemma 63in [ ]).
Lemma 6.1. If C is a first-order data type andRec(C) is head-computable thenIC(~t, ~S) = SN .
Proof:
First note thatSi = ∅ since{~z} ⊆ X ⋆. So, we do not write~S in the following. By definition, for all~t,
IC(~t) ⊆ SN . We now prove that, ift ∈ SN then, for all~t, t ∈ IC(~t), by induction ont with → ∪ as
well-founded ordering. If someti has no normal form thent ∈ IC(~t) = SN . Assume now that every
ti has a normal formt∗i . Let f : (z : C)(~y : ~U)V be a recursor ofC, ~yξ, ~yθ andσ = θ
~t
~z
t
z such that
ξ, σ |= ~y : ~U . We must prove thatv = f~t∗t~yθ ∈ S = [[V ]]ξ,σ. Sincev is neutral, it suffices to prove
that→(v) ⊆ S. We proceed by induction ont~yθ with → as well-founded ordering (~yθ ∈ SN by R1).
If the reduction takes place int~yθ, we can conclude by induction hypothesis. Assume now thatv′ is a
head-reduct ofv. By assumption on recursors,t is of the formc~u with c : (~x : ~T )C~v. Let γ = {~x 7→ ~u}.
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SinceC is a first-order data type, everyuj is accessible and everyTj is of the formD~w with D a first-
order data type too. Thus, by induction hypothesis, for allj, uj ∈ ID(~wγ). Therefore,∅, γ |= Γc and
v′ ∈ S sinceξ, σ |= ~y : ~U and recursors are assumed to be head-computable. ⊓⊔
Lemma 6.2. Head-computable recursors are computable.
Proof:
Let f : (~z : ~V )(z : C~z)(~y : ~U)V be a recursor and assume thatξ, θ |= Γf . We must prove that
v = f~zθzθ~yθ ∈ S = [[V ]]ξ,θ. Sincev is neutral, it suffices to prove that→(v) ⊆ S. We proceed by
induction on~zθzθ~yθ with → as well-founded ordering (~zθzθ~yθ ∈ SN by R1). If the reduction takes
place in~zθzθ~yθ, we conclude by induction hypothesis. Assume now that we hava head-reductv′. By
definition of recursors (see Definition 5.1),zθ is of the formc~u with c : (~x : ~T )C~v, andv′ is also a head-
reduct ofv0 = f(~zθ)∗zθ~yθ. Sinceξ, θ |= Γf , we havezθ = c~u ∈ [[C~z]]ξ,θ = IC(~zθ, ~zξ). Therefore, by
definition ofIC , v0 ∈ S and, by (R2),v′ ∈ S. ⊓⊔
Lemma 6.3. (Computability)
For allg, if ⊢<g is computable then⊢g is computable.
Proof:
We prove that, ifΓ ⊢g t : T andη, σ |= Γ thentσ ∈ [[T ]]η,σ , by induction onΓ ⊢g t : T . We only detail
the (symb) case. The other cases are detailed in Lemma 66 in [6]. So, assume that⊢g f : τf . If f < g
then, by Lemma 3.1,⊢<g f : τf andf is computable since⊢
<
g is assumed to be computable. Otherwise,
f ≃ g and⊢<f =⊢
<
g . If f is a recursor then we can conclude by Lemma 6.2. So, assume that f is not a
recursor and thatτf = (~x : ~T )U with U distinct from a product. By Definition 4.2,f is computable iff,
for all Γf -valid pair(η, σ), t = f~xσ ∈ R = [[U ]]η,σ .
If t is neutral then, by definition 4.1, it suffices to prove that→(t) ⊆ R, which follows from Lemmas
63 and 68 in [6]. Assume now thatt is not neutral. Then,U = C~v with C ∈ CF2, andR = IC(~vσ, ~S)
with ~S = [[~v]]η,σ . If C ∈ CF2intro then, again, it follows from Lemmas 63 and 68 in [6]. Otherwise,
C ∈ CF2elim and, by Definition 5.1,f is constant.
By Corollary 3.1,⊢<f τf : sf . Since, by assumption,⊢
<
f is computable, by (R1),~vσ ∈ SN . So,
let g : (~z : ~V )(z : C~z)(~y : ~U)V be a recursor ofC, ~yξ and~yθ such thatξ ~S~z , θ
~vσ
~z
f~xσ
z |= ~y : ~U . We
must prove thatv = g(~vσ)∗(f~xσ)~yθ ∈ S = [[V ]]
ξ
~S
~z
,θ~vσ
~z
f~xσ
z
. Sincev is neutral, it suffices to prove that
→(v) ⊆ S. By (R1),~xσ~yθ ∈ SN . So, we can proceed by induction on~xσ~yθ with → as well-founded
ordering. No reduction can take place at the top off~xσ sincef is constant. In the case of a reduction
in ~xσ~yθ, we conclude by induction hypothesis. Finally, in the case of a head-reduction, we conclude by
head-computability ofg. ⊓⊔
We can now state our main result:
Theorem 6.1. (Strong normalization)
β ∪R preserves typing and is strongly normalizing if:
– β ∪R is confluent5 (if there are predicate-level rules),
– rewrite rules are well-typed,
5Again, this is the case if, for instance,R is confluent and left-linear [22].
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– every constant predicate symbolC ∈ CF2elim is equipped with an admissible setRec(C) of recursors,
– strong recursors and non-recursor symbols satisfy the conditi s given in Definition 29 in [6].
Proof:
After Lemma 3.1, we can proceed by induction on the precedence. Hence, by Lemma 6.3, every well-
typed term is computable. Lett be a term such thatΓ ⊢ t : T . With xθ = x andxξ = ⊤xΓ, we clearly
haveξ, θ |= Γ since, by Lemma 33 in [6], variables are elements of every candid te. Thus, by (R1),
t ∈ SN . ⊓⊔
As an application example of this theorem, we prove just below the admissibility of a large class of
recursors for strictly positive types, from which Coq’s recursors [8] can be easily derived (see Section 7).
Before that, let us remark that the condition I6 and the safeness condition described in the introduction
(Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 respectively) are not necessary anymore for weak recursors. On the other hand,
the safeness condition is still necessary for non-recursorsymbols and strong recursors on types like
JMeq.
Definition 6.2. (Canonical recursors for strictly positivetypes)
Let C : (~z : ~V )⋆ and~c bestrictly positiveconstructors ofC, that is, ifci is of type(~x : ~T )C~v then either
no type equivalent toC occurs inTj or Tj is of the form(~α : ~W )C ~w with no type equivalent toC in
~W . Theparametersof C are the biggest sequence~q such thatC : (~q : ~Q)(~z : ~V )⋆ and eachci is of type
(~q : ~Q)(~x : ~T )C~q~v with Tj = (~α : ~W )C~q ~w if C occurs inTj.
Thecanonical weak recursorof C w.r.t. ~c is rec⋆~c : (~q :
~Q)(~z : ~V )(z : C~q~z)(P : (~z : ~V )C~q~z ⇒ ⋆)
(~y : ~U)P~zz with Ui = (~x : ~T )(~x′ : ~T ′)P~v(ci~q~x), T ′j = (~α : ~W )P ~w(xj~α) if Tj = (~α : ~W )C~q ~w, and
T ′j = Tj otherwise, defined by the rulesrec
⋆
~c~q~z(ci~q
′~x)P~y → yi~x~t
′ where~q, ~z, ~q′, ~x, P, ~y are variables,
t′j = [~α :
~W ](rec⋆~c~q ~w(xj~α)P~y) if Tj = (~α :
~W )C~q ~w, andt′j = xj otherwise.
6
Thecanonical strong recursor7 of C w.r.t. ~c andP = [~z : ~V ][z : C~q~z]Q is recP~c : (~q :
~Q)(~z : ~V )
(z : C~q~z)(~y : ~U)Q with Ui = (~x : ~T )(~x′ : ~T ′)Q{~z 7→ ~v, z 7→ ci~q~x}, T ′j = (~α : ~W )Q{~z 7→ ~w, z 7→
xj~α} if Tj = (~α : ~W )C~q ~w, andT ′j = Tj otherwise, defined by the rulesrec
P
~c ~q~z(ci~q
′~x)~y → yi~x~t
′ where
~q, ~z, ~q′, ~x, ~y are variables,t′j = [~α : ~W ](rec
P
~c ~q ~w(xj~α)~y) if Tj = (~α :
~W )C~q ~w, andt′j = xj otherwise.
Lemma 6.4. The rules defining canonical recursors preserve typing.
Proof:
For the rulerec⋆~c~q~z(ci~q
′~x)P~y → yi~x~t
′, takeΓ = ~q : ~Q, ~x : ~T , P : (~z : ~V )C~q~z ⇒ ⋆, ~y : ~U and
ρ = {~z 7→ ~v, ~q′ 7→ ~q}. We prove the conditions required in Section 3:
– One can easily check thatΓ ⊢ yi~x~t′ : P~v(ci~q~x).
– Assume now that∆ ⊢ (rec⋆~c~q~z(ci~q
′~x)P~y)σ : T . We must prove thatσ : Γ ; ∆ andσ ↓ ρσ. Both
properties follow by inversion of the typing judgment and confluence.
The proof is about the same for strong recursors. ⊓⊔
Lemma 6.5. The set of canonical recursors is complete w.r.t. accessibility.8
6We could erase the useless argumentst′j = xj whenT
′
j = Tj as it is done in CIC.
7Strong recursors cannot be defined exactly like weak recursors by simply takingP : (~z : ~V )C~q~z ⇒ 2 since(~z : ~V )C~q~z ⇒ 2
is not typable in CC. They must be defined for eachP . That is why Werner considered a slightly more general PTS in[32].
8In [32] (Lemma 4.35), Werner proves a similar result.
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Proof:
Let c = ci : (~q : ~Q)(~x : ~T )C~q~v be a constructor ofC : (~q : ~Q)(~z : ~V )⋆, ~qη, ~xη, ~qσ and~xσ such
that ~qσ~vσ ∈ SN and c~qσ~xσ ∈ [[C~q~v]]η,σ = IC(~qσ~vσ, ~qη[[~v]]η,σ). Let ~a = ~q~x and ~A = ~Q~T . We
must prove that, for allj, ajσ ∈ [[Aj ]]η,σ . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that weak and strong
recursors have the same syntax. Since~qσ~vσ have normal forms, it suffices to findP andu such that
recc~q~v(c~a)Pu → u~x~t
′ →∗β aj . TakeP = [~z :
~V ][z : C~q~z]Aj andu = [~x : ~T ][~x′ : ~T ′]aj . ⊓⊔
Lemma 6.6. Canonical recursors are head-computable.
Proof:
Let f = rec⋆ : (~q : ~Q)(~z : ~V )(z : C~q~z)(P : (~z : ~V )C~q~z ⇒ ⋆)(~y : ~U)P~zz be the canonical weak
recursor w.r.t.~c, T = (~z : ~V )C~q~z ⇒ ⋆, c = ci : (~q : ~Q)(~x : ~T )C~q~v, ~qη, ~qσ, ~xη, ~xσ, Pξ, Pθ,
~yξ, ~yθ, ~R = [[~v]]η,σ, ξ′ = ξ
~R
~z and θ
′ = θ~vσ~z
c~xσ
z , and assume that⊢
<
f is computable,η, σ |= Γc and
ηξ′, σθ′ |= P : T, ~y : ~U . We must prove thatyiθ~xσ~t′σθ ∈ [[P~zz]]ξ′,θ′ .
We haveyiθ ∈ [[Ui]]ξ′,θ′ , Ui = (~x : ~T )(~x′ : ~T ′)P~v(c~q~x) andxjσ ∈ [[Tj ]]η,σ = [[Tj ]]ηξ′,σθ′ . We prove
that t′jσθ ∈ [[T
′
j ]]ηξ′,σθ′ . If T
′
j = Tj thent
′
jσθ = xjσ and we are done. Otherwise,Tj = (~α : ~W )C~q ~w,
T ′j = (~α :
~W )P ~w(xj~α) andt′j = [~α : ~W ]f~q ~w(xj~α)P~y. Let ~αζ and~αγ such thatηξ
′ζ, σθ′γ |= ~α : ~W .
Let t = xjσ~αγ. We must prove thatv = f~qσ ~wσγtPθ~yθ ∈ S = [[P ~w(xj~α)]]ηξ′ζ,σθ′γ . Sincev is neutral,
it suffices to prove that→(v) ⊆ S.
By (R1), we have~qσtPθ~yθ ∈ SN . Since⊢<f is computable and~w is a subterm ofτf , by (R1), we
also have~wσγ ∈ SN . Thus, we can proceed by induction on~qσ ~wσγtPθ~yθ ∈ SN with → as well-
founded ordering. In the case of a reduction in~qσ ~wσγtPθ~yθ, we conclude by induction hypothesis.
Assume now that we have a head-reductv′. By definition of recursors,v′ is also a head-reduct of
v0 = f(~qσ)
∗(~wσγ)∗tPθ~yθ where(~qσ)∗(~wσγ)∗ are the normal forms of~qσ ~wσγ. If v0 ∈ S then, by
(R2),v′ ∈ S. So, let us prove thatv0 ∈ S.
By candidate substitution (Lemma 40 in [6]),S = [[P~zz]]
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~wσγ
~z
t
z
with ~S = [[~w]]ηξ′ζ,σθ′γ = [[~w]]ηξζ,σθγ
for FV(~w) ⊆ {~q, P, ~x, ~α}. Sincexjσ ∈ [[Tj ]]ηξ′,σθ′ andηξ′ζ, σθ′γ |= ~α : ~W , t ∈ [[C~q ~w]]ηξ′ζ,σθ′γ =
IC(~qσ ~wσγ, ~qξ ~S). Sinceηξ′, σθ′ |= P : T, ~y : ~U andFV(T ~U) ⊆ {~q, P}, we haveηξ, σθ |= P : T, ~y :
~U andηξ ~S~z , σθ
~wσγ
~z
t
z |= P : T, ~y : ~U . Therefore,v0 ∈ S.
The proof is about the same for strong recursors. ⊓⊔
7. Application to CIC
It follows that CAC subsumes CIC almost completely. However, Theorem 6.1 cannot be applied to CIC
directly since CIC and CAC do not have the same syntax and the same typing rules. So, we define a
sub-system of CIC, called CIC−, whose terms can be translated into a CAC satisfying the conditi s of
Theorem 6.1.
The ι-reduction of CIC introduces manyβ-redexes and the recursive calls onElim are made on
bound variables which are later instantiated by structurally smaller terms. Instead, we consider the
relation→βι′ where one step of→ι′ corresponds to aι-reduction followed by as manyβ-reductions as
necessary for erasing theβ-redexes introduced by theι-reduction. This is this reduction relation which
is actually implemented in the Coq system [8]. Moreover, we conjecture that the strong normalization of
→βι′ implies the strong normalization of→βι.
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Definition 7.1. (ι′-reduction)
Theι′-reductionis the reduction relation defined by the rule:
Elim(I,Q, ~x,Constr(i, I ′) ~z){~f} →ι′ ∆
′[I,X,Ci, fi, Q, ~f , ~z]
whereI = Ind(X : A){~C} and∆′[I,X,C, f,Q, ~f , ~z] is defined as follows:
– ∆′[I,X,X ~m, f,Q, ~f, ∅] = f
– ∆′[I,X, (z : B)D, f,Q, ~f, z~z] = ∆′[I,X,D, fz,Q, ~z] if X /∈ FV(B)
– ∆′[I,X, (z : B)D, f,Q, ~f, z~z] = ∆′[I,X,D, fz [~y : ~D]Elim(I,Q, ~q, z~y), Q, ~z] if B = (~y : ~D)X~q
We now define the sub-system of CIC (see Figure 3) that we are going t consider:
Definition 7.2. (CIC−)
• We exclude any use of the sort△ in order to stay in the Calculus of Constructions.
• In the rule (conv), instead of requiringT ↔∗βηι T
′, we requireT ↔∗βι′ T
′ which is equivalent to
T ↓βι′ T
′ since→βι′ is confluent (orthogonal CRS [25]).
• In the rule (Ind), we requireI to be in normal form w.r.t.→βι′ (setNF) and to be typable in the
empty environment since, in CAC, the types of symbols must betypable in the empty environment.
This is not a real restriction since any typeI = Ind(X : A){~C} typable in an environmentΓ = ~y : ~U
can be replaced by a typeI ′ = Ind(X ′ : A′){~C ′} typable in the empty environment. It suffices
to takeA′ = (~y : ~U)A, C ′i = (~y : ~U)Ci{X 7→ X
′~y} and to replaceI by I ′~y andConstr(i, I)
by Constr(i, I ′)~y. Furthermore, we adapt the definition ofsmall constructor type accordingly. A
constructor typeC of an inductive typeI = Ind(X : A){~C} with A = (~x : ~A)⋆ is small if it is of the
form (~x′ : ~A′)(~z : ~B)X ~m with ~x′ : ~A′ a sub-sequence of~x : ~A and{~z} ∩ X2 = ∅.
• In the rule (⋆-Elim), we requireQ to be typable in the empty environment, and add explicit typing
judgments forTi andI. Again, it is not a real restriction since we can always replace n environment
by additional abstractions.
• In the rule (2-Elim), instead of requiring⊢ Q : (~x : ~A)I~x ⇒ 2, which is not possible in CC, we
requireQ to be of the form[~x : ~A][y : I~x]K with ~x : ~A, y : I~x ⊢ K : 2 (this just requires someη-
expansions) andfi to be of typeTi = ∆′{I,X,Ci, ~xy,K,Constr(i, I)} where∆′{I,X,C, ~xy,K, c}
is defined as follows:
– ∆′{I,X,X ~m, ~xy,K, c} = K{~x 7→ ~m, y 7→ c},
– ∆′{I,X, (z : B)D,~xy,K, c} =
(z : B{X 7→I})((~y : ~D)K{~x 7→~q, y 7→z~y}) ⇒ ∆′{I,X,D, ~xy,K, cz} if B = (~y : ~D)X~q.
Moreover, we requireQ to be in normal form andTi to be typable. We also takeΓ ⊢ Elim(I,Q,~a, c)
{~f} : K{~x 7→ ~a, y 7→ c} instead ofΓ ⊢ Elim(I,Q,~a, c){~f} : Q~ac. Finally, we requireI to be safe
(see Definition 1.2): ifA = (~x : ~A)⋆ andCi = (~z : ~B)X ~m then:
– for all xi ∈ X2, mi ∈ X2,
– for all xi, xj ∈ X2 with i 6= j, mi 6= mj.
We now show that CIC− can be translated into a CAC satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.1.
Definition 7.3. (Translation)
We define〈t〉 on well-typed terms, by induction onΓ ⊢ t : T :
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Figure 3. Typing rules of CIC−
(Ind)
A = (~x : ~A)⋆ ⊢ A : 2 ∀i, X : A ⊢ Ci : ⋆
I = Ind(X : A){~C} ∈ NF is strictly positive
⊢ I : A
(Constr)
I = Ind(X : A){~C} Γ ⊢ I : T
Γ ⊢ Constr(i, I) : Ci{X 7→I}
(⋆-Elim)
A = (~x : ~A) ⋆ I = Ind(X : A){~C} Γ ⊢ I : T ⊢ Q : (~x : ~A)I~x ⇒ ⋆
Ti = ∆{I,X,Ci, Q,Constr(i, I)} ⊢ Ti : ⋆
∀j, Γ ⊢ aj : Aj{~x 7→ ~a} Γ ⊢ c : I~a ∀i, Γ ⊢ fi : Ti
Γ ⊢ Elim(I,Q,~a, c){~f} : Q~ac
(2-Elim)
A = (~x : ~A) ⋆ I = Ind(X : A){~C} is small and safe
Q = [~x : ~A][y : I~x]K ∈ NF ~x : ~A, y : I~x ⊢ K : 2
Ti = ∆
′{I,X,Ci, ~xy,K,Constr(i, I)} ⊢ Ti : 2
∀j, Γ ⊢ aj : Aj{~x 7→ ~a} Γ ⊢ c : I~a ∀i, Γ ⊢ fi : Ti
Γ ⊢ Elim(I,Q,~a, c){~f} : K{~x 7→ ~a, y 7→ c}
(Conv)
Γ ⊢ t : T T ↔∗βι′ T
′ Γ ⊢ T ′ : s
Γ ⊢ t : T ′
• If I = Ind(X : A){~C} then〈I〉 = IndI whereIndI is a symbol of type〈A〉.
• 〈Constr(i, I)〉 = ConstrIi whereConstr
I
i is a symbol of type〈Ci{X 7→ I}〉.
• If Q is not of the form[~x : ~A][y : I~x](~y : ~U)⋆ then〈Elim(I,Q,~a, c){~f}〉 = WElimI〈Q〉〈~a〉〈c〉〈~f〉
whereWElimI is a symbol of type(Q : (~x : 〈 ~A〉)〈I〉~x ⇒ ⋆)(~x : 〈 ~A〉)(y : 〈I〉~x)(~f : 〈~T 〉)〈Q〉~xy.
• If Q = [~x : ~A][y : I~x]K with K = (~y : ~U)⋆ then〈Elim(I,Q,~a, c){~f}〉 = SElimQI 〈~a〉〈c〉〈
~f〉 where
SElimQI is a symbol of type(~x : 〈
~A〉)(y : 〈I〉~x)(~f : 〈~T 〉)〈K〉.
• The translation of the other terms is defined recursively:〈uv〉 = 〈u〉〈v〉, . . .
Let Υ be the CAC whose symbols areIndI , ConstrIi ,WElimI andSElim
Q
I , and whose rules are:
WElimI Q ~x (Constr
I
i ~z)
~f → ∆′W [I,X,Ci, fi, Q,
~f , ~z]
SElimQI ~x (Constr
I
i ~z)
~f → ∆′S[I,X,Ci, fi, Q,
~f , ~z]
where∆′W [I,X,C, f,Q,
~f , ~z] and∆′S [I,X,C, f,Q,
~f , ~z] are defined as follows:
– ∆′W [I,X,X ~m, f,Q,
~f , ~z] = ∆′S[I,X,X ~m, f,Q,
~f , ~z] = f ,
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– ∆′S[I,X, (z : B)D, f,Q,
~f, z~z] = ∆′S[I,X,D, f z,Q,
~f , ~z] and
∆′W [I,X, (z : B)D, f,Q,
~f , z~z] = ∆′W [I,X,D, f z,Q,
~f , ~z] if X /∈ FV(B)
– ∆′S[I,X, (z : B)D, f,Q,
~f, z~z] = ∆′S[I,X,D, f z [~y :
~D]SElimQI
~f~q(z~y), Q, ~f , ~z] and
∆′W [I,X, (z : B)D, f,Q,
~f , z~z] = ∆′W [I,X,D, f z [~y :
~D]WElimIQ~f~q(z~y), Q, ~f , ~z]
if B = (~y : ~D)X~q
Let ⊢
Υ
be the typing relation ofΥ.
Theorem 7.1. The relation→βι′ in CIC− preserves typing and is strongly normalizing.
Proof:
First, one can easily check that the translation preserves typing and reductions:
– If Γ ⊢ t : T then〈Γ〉 ⊢
Υ
〈t〉 : 〈T 〉.
– If Γ ⊢ t : T andt →βι′ t′ then〈t〉 → 〈t′〉.
Thus, we are left to prove thatΥ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1. The symbolsWElimI and
SElimQI are the canonical recursors ofIndI w.r.t. the constructorsConstr
I
i (see Definition 6.2). Hence,
subject reduction follows from Lemma 6.4, and the fact thatRec(IndI) = {WElimI , SElim
Q
I } is
admissible follows from Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6. ⊓⊔
8. Non-strictly positive types
We are going to see that the use of elimination-based interpretations allows us to have functions defined
by recursion on non-strictly positive types, while CIC has always been restricted to strictly positive
types. An interesting example is given by Abel’s formalization of first-order terms with continuations as
an inductive typetrm : ⋆ with the constructors [1]:
var : nat ⇒ trm
fun :nat ⇒ (list trm) ⇒ trm
mu :¬¬trm ⇒ trm
wherelist : ⋆ ⇒ ⋆ is the type of polymorphic lists,¬X is an abbreviation forX ⇒ ⊥ (in the next
section, we will prove that¬ can be defined as a function), and⊥ : ⋆ is the empty type. Its recursorrec :
(A : ⋆)(y1 : nat ⇒ A) (y2 : nat ⇒ list trm ⇒ listA ⇒ A)(y3 : ¬¬trm ⇒ ¬¬A ⇒ A)(z : trm)A
can be defined by the rules:
rec A y1 y2 y3 (var n) → y1 n
rec A y1 y2 y3 (fun n l) → y2 n l (map trm A (rec A y1 y2 y3) l)
rec A y1 y2 y3 (mu f) → y3 f [x : ¬A](f [y : trm](x (rec A y1 y2 y3 y)))
wheremap : (A : ⋆)(B : ⋆)(A ⇒ B) ⇒ list A ⇒ list B is defined by the rules:
map A B f (nil A′) → (nil B)
map A B f (cons A′ x l) → cons B (f x) (map A B f l)
map A B f (app A′ l l′) → app B (map A B f l) (map A B f l′)
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We now check thatrec is an admissible recursor. Completeness w.r.t. accessibility is easy. For
the head-computability, we only detail the case ofmu. Let fσ, t = mu fσ, Aξ, Aθ and ~yθ such
that ∅, σ |= Γmu and ξ, σθtz |= Γ = A : ⋆, ~y : ~U whereUi is the type ofyi. Let b = recAθ~yθ,
c = [y : trm](x(by)) anda = [x : ¬Aθ](fσc). We must prove thaty3θfσa ∈ [[A]]ξ,σθtz = Aξ.
Sinceξ, σθtz |= Γ, y3θ ∈ [[¬¬trm ⇒ ¬¬A ⇒ A]]ξ,θ. Since∅, σ |= Γmu, fσ ∈ [[¬¬trm]]. Thus, we
are left to prove thata ∈ [[¬¬A]]ξ,θ, that is,fσcγ ∈ I⊥ for all xγ ∈ [[¬A]]ξ,θ. Sincefσ ∈ [[¬¬trm]], it
suffices to prove thatcγ ∈ [[¬trm]], that is,xγ(byγ) ∈ I⊥ for all yγ ∈ Itrm. This follows from the facts
thatxγ ∈ [[¬A]]ξ,θ andbyγ ∈ Aξ sinceyγ ∈ Itrm.
A general proof could certainly be given by using a general formalization of inductive types like in
[19] for instance.
9. Inductive-recursive types
In this section, we define new positivity conditions for dealing with inductive-recursive type definitions
[13]. An inductive-recursive typeC has constructors whose arguments have a typeFt with F defined
by recursion ont : C, that is, a predicateF and its domainC are defined at the same time.
A simple example is the typedlist : (A : ⋆)(# : A ⇒ A ⇒ ⋆)⋆ of lists made of distinct elements
thanks to the predicatefresh : (A : ⋆)(# : A ⇒ A ⇒ ⋆)A ⇒ (dlist A#) ⇒ ⋆ parametrized by a
function# to test whether two elements are distinct. The constructorsof dlist are:
nil : (A : ⋆)(#:A⇒A⇒⋆)(dlist A#)
cons : (A : ⋆)(#:A⇒A⇒⋆)(x : A)(l : dlist A#)(fresh A # x l) ⇒ (dlist A#)
and the rules definingfresh are:
fresh A # x (nil A′) → ⊤
fresh A # x (cons A′ y l h) → x#y ∧ fresh A # x l
where⊤ is the proposition always true and∧ the connector “and”. Other examples are given by Martin-
Löf’s definition of the first universeà la Tarski [13] or by Pollack’s formalization of record types with
manifest fields [27].
For allowing defined predicate symbols in constructor types, we must extend the notion of positive
and negative positions by taking into account the argumentsin which a defined predicate symbol is mono-
tone or anti-monotone. We must also make sure that defined predicat symbols are indeed monotone and
anti-monotone in the arguments declared to have this property.
Definition 9.1. (Positive/negative positions - New definition)
Assume that every predicate symbolf : (~x : ~T )U with U not a product is equipped with a set
Mon+(f) ⊆ A2f = {i ≤ |~x| | xi ∈ X
2} of monotone argumentsand a setMon−(f) ⊆ A2f of
anti-monotone arguments. Definition 4.4 is modified as follows:
– Posδ(f~t) = {1|~t| | δ = +} ∪
⋃
{1|~t|−i2.Posǫδ(ti) | ǫ ∈ {−,+}, i ∈ Mon
ǫ(f)},
– Posδ(tu) = 1.Posδ(t) if t is not of the formf~t.
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For instance, in the positive typetrm of Section 8, instead of considering¬A as an abbreviation, one
can consider¬ as a predicate symbol defined by the rule¬A → A ⇒ ⊥ with Mon−(¬) = {1}. Then,
one easily check thatA occurs negatively inA ⇒ ⊥, and hence thattrm occurs positively in¬¬trm
sincePos+(¬¬trm) = {1} ∪ 2.Pos−(¬trm) = {1} ∪ 2.2.Pos+(trm) = {1, 2.2}.
Definition 9.2. (Positivity conditions - New definition)
Definition 5.2 is modified as follows. A pre-recursorf : (~z : ~V )(z : C~z)W is arecursorif:
– everyF ≃ C occurs only positively inW ,
– if i ∈ Monδ(C) thenPos(zi,W ) ⊆ Posδ(W ).
Moreover, we assume that, for every ruleF~l → r ∈ R with F ∈ F2:
– for all i ∈ Monǫ(F ), li ∈ X2 andPos(li, r) ⊆ Posǫ(r).
Now, we must reflect these monotony properties in the interpretations. Then, Theorem 6.1 is still
valid if we prove that the interpretations for constant and defined predicate symbols have all the monotony
properties.
Definition 9.3. (Monotone interpretation)
Let ~S ≤i ~S′ iff Si ≤ S′i and, for allj 6= i, Sj = S
′
j. Let F be a predicate symbol. An interpretation
I ∈ RτF is monotone(resp.anti-monotone) in its i-th argumentif I(~t, ~S) ≤ I(~t, ~S
′) whenever~S ≤i ~S′
(resp. ~S ≥i ~S′). An interpretationI ∈ RτF is monotoneif it is monotone in everyi ∈ Mon
+(F ) and
anti-monotone in everyi ∈ Mon−(F ). LetRmτF be the set of monotone interpretations ofRτF .
One can easily check thatRmτF is a complete lattice too. For proving that interpretationsfor predicate
symbols are monotone, we need to prove Lemma 5.2 again, and toprove a similar lemma on candidate
assignments.
Lemma 9.1. If I ≤f I ′, Pos(f, t) ⊆ Posδ(t), Γ ⊢ t : T andξ |= Γ then[[t]]Iξ,θ ≤
δ [[t]]I
′
ξ,θ.
Proof:
We only have to check the caset = g~t. LetR = [[g~t]]Iξ,θ andR
′ = [[g~t]]I
′
ξ,θ. R = Ig(~tθ,
~S) with ~S = [[~t]]Iξ,θ.
R′ = Ig(~tθ, ~S
′) with ~S′ = [[~t]]I
′
ξ,θ. Let i ≤ n = |~t|. If Pos(f, ti) = ∅ thenSi = S
′
i. Otherwise, there is
ǫi such thati ∈ Monǫi(f) andPos(f, ti) ⊆ Posǫiδ(ti). Thus, by induction hypothesis,Si ≤ǫiδ S′i. Let
Sji = Si if i > j, andS
j
i = S
′
i otherwise.~S
0 = ~S, ~Sn = ~S′ and, for allj ≤ n, ~Sj−1 ≤
ǫjδ
j
~Sj. Since
Ig is monotone, for allj ≤ n, Ig(~tθ, ~Sj−1) ≤
ǫ2jδ Ig(~tθ, ~S
j), that is,Ig(~tθ, ~Sj−1) ≤δ Ig(~tθ, ~Sj) since
ǫ2j = +. Thus,R = Ig(~S) ≤
δ Ig(~S
′). Now, if g 6= f thenIg = I ′g andR ≤
δ R′. If g = f thenδ = +
andR ≤ R′ sinceIf ≤ I ′f . ⊓⊔
Lemma 9.2. Let ξ ≤x ξ′ iff xξ ≤ xξ′ and, for ally 6= x, yξ = yξ′. If I is monotone,ξ ≤x ξ′,
x ∈ Posδ(t), Γ ⊢ t : T andξ, ξ′ |= Γ then[[t]]Iξ,θ ≤
δ [[t]]Iξ′,θ.
Proof:
By induction ont. The proof is very similar to the previous lemma. We only detail the following two
cases:
• [[x]]Iξ,θ = xξ ≤ xξ
′ = [[x]]Iξ,θ andδ = + necessarily.
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• Let R = [[g~t]]Iξ,θ andR
′ = [[g~t]]Iξ′,θ. R = Ig(~tθ,
~S) with ~S = [[~t]]Iξ,θ. R
′ = Ig(~tθ, ~S
′) with ~S′ = [[~t]]Iξ′,θ.
Let i ≤ n = |~t|. If Pos(f, ti) = ∅ thenSi = S′i. Otherwise, there isǫi such thati ∈ Mon
ǫi(f)
andPos(f, ti) ⊆ Posǫiδ(ti). Thus, by induction hypothesis,Si ≤ǫiδ S′i. Let S
j
i = Si if i > j, and
Sji = S
′
i otherwise. ~S
0 = ~S, ~Sn = ~S′ and, for allj ≤ n, ~Sj−1 ≤
ǫjδ
j
~Sj. SinceIg is monotone,
for all j ≤ n, Ig(~tθ, ~Sj−1) ≤
ǫ2jδ Ig(~tθ, ~S
j), that is,Ig(~tθ, ~Sj−1) ≤δ Ig(~tθ, ~Sj) sinceǫ2j = +. Thus,
R ≤δ R′.
⊓⊔
Lemma 9.3. The interpretations for predicate symbols are monotone.
Proof:
We first prove it for constant predicate symbols. Assuming that I is monotone, we must prove thatϕIC
is monotone. Leti ∈ Monδ(C) and~S ≤δi ~S
′. We must prove thatR = ϕIC(~t, ~S) ⊆ R
′ = ϕIC(~t,
~S′). If
someti has no normal form thenR = R′ = SN . Assume now that everyti has a normal formt∗i . Let
t ∈ R, f ∈ Rec(C) of type(~z : ~V )(z : C~z)(~y : ~U)V , ~yξ and~yθ such thatξ ~S
′
~z , θ
~t
~z
t
z |=I ~y : ~U . We must
prove thatf~t∗t~yθ ∈ [[V ]]I
ξ
~S′
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
. To this end, it is sufficient to prove that[[~U ]]I
ξ
~S′
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
⊆ [[~U ]]I
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
and that
[[V ]]I
ξ
~S
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
⊆ [[V ]]I
ξ
~S′
~z
,θ
~t
~z
t
z
, which is the case by Lemma 9.2 sincePos(zi,W ) ⊆ Pos+(W ) by assumption.
We now prove that the interpretation for defined predicate symbols is monotone. LetF be a defined
predicate symbol. Leti ∈ Monδ(F ) and~S ≤δi ~S
′. We must prove thatR = IF (~t, ~S) ⊆ R′ = IF (~t, ~S′).
Assume that everyti has a normal formt∗i and that~t
∗ = ~lσ for some ruleF~l → r ∈ R. If this is not the
case thenR = R′ = SN . So,R = [[r]]Iξ,σ with xξ = Sκx, andR
′ = [[r]]Iξ′,σ with xξ
′ = S′κx. If, for all
x ∈ FV2(r), κx 6= i, thenξ = ξ′ andR = R′. Otherwise,i = κx for somex, andξ ≤δx ξ
′. By Lemma
9.2,R ⊆δ
2
R′ sincePos(x, r) ⊆ Posδ(r) by assumption. Thus,R ⊆ R′ sinceδ2 = +. ⊓⊔
10. Conclusion
By using an elimination-based interpretation for some inductive types, we proved that the Calculus of
Algebraic Constructions subsumes the Calculus of Inductive Constructions almost completely. We de-
fine general conditions on recursors for preserving strong normalization and show that these conditions
are satisfied by a large class of recursors for strictly positive types and by some non-strictly positive types
too. Finally, we give general positivity conditions for dealing with inductive-recursive types.
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